IMPORTANT SAFETY RECALL
Dear Dealer/Retailer/Consumer:
Subject: Helmet Recall (NHTSA campaign number 16E-048)
This notice is sent to you in accordance with the requirements of the National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act.
Tucker Rocky Distributing has decided that certain Speed and Strength SS2200 motorcycle helmets do not conform to the penetration test requirements of the Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard Number 218 (motorcycle helmet). Tucker Rocky Distributing is conducting this voluntary recall
on behalf of Jiangmen Pengcheng Helmets Co., Ltd. These helmets can be identified on the exterior of the helmet by the brand name of Speed and
Strength along with the model number SS2200, and the manufacturer name of Jiangmen Pengcheng Helmets Ltd. that is located on a label sewn to
the fabric liner (or may be underneath the liner). The recall includes all sizes and colors with a manufacturing date between January 2013 and July
2014.
In the event of a crash, the wearer may not be adequately protected and could suffer serious injury.

IMPORTANT
Your Speed and Strength SS2200 motorcycle
helmet manufactured between January 2013
and July 2014 is being recalled.
You (the consumer) should return the helmet to
the retailer where you originally purchased it
for an exchange.
Why is a recall being conducted? In baseline requirements established by the NTHSA, test FMVSS No. 218, the penetration striker made
contact with surface of the test headform. According to test results, the rider may not be adequately protected in the event of a crash.
What are we doing about the problem? Jiangmen Pengcheng Helmets Co., Ltd, through Tucker Rocky Distributing, will provide a replacement
helmet, which complies with FMVSS 218 to all affected users of the helmet.
What should you do? Retailers who are still in possession of the helmets should immediately cease all sales of the affected helmets and return
them to Tucker Rocky Distributing for credit. We ask that all retailers post the enclosed recall notification in an appropriate location within their
store. Please be advised, it is a violation of Federal Law for a dealer to sell any new or used item of motor vehicle equipment covered by a
notification of noncompliance or recall. All purchasers/owners of the affected helmet should return the product to the retailer, where the helmet
was purchased, for exchange. Upon receipt of the returned helmet, the retailer will contact Tucker Rocky for a Return Goods Authorization (RGA),
and make arrangements for the appropriate size and model of replacement helmet to be shipped to the retailer from Tucker Rocky. If a helmet
owner is unable to contact the original retailer, the helmet owner should contact Tucker Rocky Distributing at 1-866-217-7750 or email
helmetinfo@tuckerrocky.com for helmet exchange instructions. Tucker Rocky Distributing will replace all affected helmets with a comparable
compliant helmet, at no cost.
Who should you contact if you have further questions or concerns? If you have any problems obtaining a replacement helmet you can contact
NHTSA at the address below:
Administrator
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
1200 New Jersey Ave SE
Washington, DC 20590
Alternatively, you may call the Vehicle Safety Hotline toll-free at 1-888-327-4236 (TTY: 1-800-424-9153), or go to www.safercar.gov
Please contact Tucker Rocky Distributing at 866-217-7750, or by email at helmetinfo@tuckerrocky.com should you have any questions or concerns
regarding this matter.
We apologize for any inconvenience this safety recall may cause, but your safety is our first concern.
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